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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone. My name is Claire Hyland and I head up Thinkhouse’s Youth Lab, which is our trends and insights division, set up to help our clients better understand the youth audience, today and tomorrow. Today as part of the Mobile Marketing conference, I am going to talk to you about how to connect with the elusive youth audience. 
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Aged 18-34 and suffer 
from lower back pain? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone here suffer from lower back pain? Ever think it could be as a result of your mobile activity? Chiropractors, doctors and spinal surgeons around the world are reporting growing numbers of 18-24 year olds are reporting suffering from lower back pain caused by poor posture from using mobile devices.‘Text neck’ is fast becoming an epidemic with severe cases resulting in curvature of the spine issues requiring spinal care.Is it a case that the youth audience is dangerously addicted to their mobile devices?------Dean Fishman, a chiropractor in flordia, was examining an X-ray of a 17-year-old patenit’s s neck in 2009 when he noticed something unusual. The ghostly image of her vertebral column showed a reversal of the curvature that normally appears in the cervical spine – a degenerative state he’d most often seen in middle-aged people who had spent several decades of their life in poor postures.Can’t grasp the significance of 60 pounds? Imagine carrying an 8-year-old around your neck several hours per day. Smartphone users spend an average of two to four hours per day hunched over, reading e-mails, sending texts or checking social media sites. That’s 700 to 1,400 hours per year people are putting stress on their spines, according to the research. And high-schoolers might be the worst. They could conceivably spend an additional 5,000 hours in this position, Hansraj said.“The problem is really profound in young people,” he said. “With this excessive stress in the neck, we might start seeing young people needing spine care. I would really like to see parents showing more guidance.”



‘ADDICTION’ TO MOBILE?  
 
87% of 18-34 year olds who own 
smartphones report never separating  
from their mobile devices, night or day.  
 
Mary Meeker, Internet Trends Report 2015  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem of iPosture is naturally more profound in young people as mobiles never leave their sides, night or day.Mary Meeker, venture capitalist at Kleiner Perkins, released her annual report on Internet trends in May, highlighting that 87% of young adults—or those between the ages of 18 and 34—who own smartphones report never separating from their mobile devices.She also highlighted that nearly as many, 78%, spend more than two hours per day using their smartphones.----And three-out-of-five believe that mobile devices will somehow vaguely rule every aspect of the future: “In the next five years, I believe everything will be done on mobile devices.”



 
Nearly 1 in 2 Irish 18-35 
year olds spend 
between 2 and 4 hours 
on their phones a day.  
 
Thinkhouse Mobile Youth Report, 2014  
 

‘ADDICTION’ TO MOBILE?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such findings echoed our ‘youth and smartphone’ findings from last year – where nearly 1 in 2 respondents in our Irish survey claimed to spend between 2 and 4 hours on their phones.Note, this is what they claimed to spend – our instinct and observations tell us that the youth audience probably spend more than 2-4 hours a day on their phone.But when you consider this two findings – what is clear is that the youth audience is on their phones through-out their day, conducting just about every task and engaging in every form of communication. whether it’s searching for neaby dates on Tinder, sharing pics of your holidays on Instagram, chatting with your gym buddies on Whatsapp, ordering takeout via Deliveroo, or a car via Uber, or engaging in a mediation session on Headspace, learn a language on Duolingo.In some ways it is fair to say we are addicted to our phones, but ----And three-out-of-five believe that mobile devices will somehow vaguely rule every aspect of the future: “In the next five years, I believe everything will be done on mobile devices.”Every task, every form of connection is done online…Taking a break isn’t an option. Taking a break isn’t an option. It is loosening your grip on the matrix of modern life83% said ‘yes, it’s important to take a break from being online.”For the majority that constituted less than a day break’s. Young people know they spend a lot of time on their phones and online. They understand that ‘digital detoxing’ is a healthy thing to do (ref youth lab stat) BUT their definition of digital detoxing is shutting down their FB account or staying away from Twitter for a week. The idea of staying away from their phone is less a detox and more a ticket to isolation, a first class ride to an non-functioning lifestyle. If you don’t have a mobile, you don’t exist. Lose your mobile and your grip on the matrix of modern life dimishes quickly. Most young people fo online to connect to people in their community. Teens – most of those who are ‘addicted’ to their phones or computers are actually focused on staying connected to friends in a culture where getting together in person can be highly constrained. 



Time to break the ‘addiction’? 
Not so simple, right?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wow – that is quite a lot, but what is the solution to this perceived addiction when along with planes, running water, electricity and motorized transportation, mobile connectivity is now a fundamental fact of modern life.Is there in fact a solution when as young people will tell you, ‘without a mobile, you don’t exist….without a mobile you are loosening your group on the matrix to modern life.Young people know they spend a lot of time on their phones and online. They understand that ‘digital detoxing’ is a healthy thing to do (83% said ‘yes, it’s important to take a break from being online and for the majority that constitues less than a day’s break from going online), but their definition of digital detoxing is more around staying away from Instagram and Snapchat for a day, and not actually physically separating themselves from their phone.  The idea of staying away from their phone is less a detox and more a ticket to isolation, a first class ride to an non-functioning lifestyle.----If you don’t have a mobile, you don’t exist.Lose your mobile and your grip on the matrix of modern life dimishes quickly.Most young people fo online to connect to people in their community.Teens – most of those who are ‘addicted’ to their phones or computers are actually focused on staying connected to friends in a culture where getting together in person can be highly constrained. 



Is it the mobile device that the  
youth audience is addicted to, 
or something else?  
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Presentation Notes
Let’s dig a bit deeper on this idea of ‘addiction’…is it really ‘phones/mobiles’ that 16-35 year olds are addicted to? 



Listening to teens talk about social 
media addiction reveals an interest 
not in features of their computers, or 
smartphones, or even particular 
social media sites, but in each other.” 
 

“     
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—Danah Boyd, It’s Complicated: The Social Lives of Networked Teens  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Danah Boyd, researcher and author of ‘It’s Complicated, The Social Lives of Networked Teens’ says that in all her years of research and listening to teens talk about social media addiction, that it reveals an interest not in features of their computers, or smartphones, or even particular social media sites, but in each other’.Most young people use mobile social apps to connect to people in their community.Teens – most of those who are ‘addicted’ to their phones or computers are actually focused on staying connected to friends in a culture where getting together in person can be highly constrained. 



The ‘addiction’ is 
with each other. 
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Presentation Notes
The addiction is with each other and less with ‘mobile’ per se.Young people want to gossip, flirt, complain, share notes, share passions, emote and joke around. They want to be able to talk among themselves – even if that means going online via mobile devices. 



‘FRIENDS’ ARE BY FAR THE BIGGEST INFLUENCE  
WHEN IT COMES TO ‘LIFE CHOICES’ AT 77%.  
FOLLOWED BY PARENTS, TV, SIBLINGS & SOCIAL MEDIA.   

Thinkhouse Q2 Youth Culture Report 2015  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This idea of ‘being addicted to each other’ , or at least being highly influenced by each other, came through in recent research conducted by The Youth Lab.This summer we explored the key influences in life and brand choices for 16-35 year olds in Ireland.No surprise then that young people in Ireland feel most accepted, most understood by their friends.------Can a brand influence your life choices?When asked ‘in your opinion how much/little do each of the following influence your life choices?’ 40% stated ‘a brand can influence their life’ in some form. 33% of those asked, however, felt that ‘a brand cannot influence their life.’ 



AT 73%, FRIENDS ARE THE NO.1 INFLUENCER WITH REGARD TO ‘BRAND 
CHOICES’, HIGHLIGHTING THE IMPORTANCE OF PEER-TO-PEER ENGAGEMENT.  
FOLLOWED ALMOST EQUALLY BY ADVERTISING & SOCIAL MEDIA (58% & 57%).  

Top five influencers when making ‘brand choices’, Q2 Youth Culture Report 2015  
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Presentation Notes
Similarly friends play the number one role in influencing young people in their brand choices.Where do other key influencers rank?‘Friends’ top the list with regard to influencing brand choices, highlighting the importance of peer-to-peer increase engagement (peer-to-peer conversations and endorsements), and a re-evaluation of the term ‘influencer’. Advertising (TV, Print & Outdoor) and social media (Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) are almost equally as powerful at 58% and 57% respectively.The Power of friends:The subconscious influencing power that ’friends’ have can be used to drive brands forward. Thinkhouse has always championed the concept of peer promoting brands as a way of increasing engagement. This research reinforces the importance of positive peer to peer conversations and endorsements.Today’s youth audience doesn’t want to be bombarded with branded advertising and they want to feel they are making their own decisions when it comes to purchases.‘Friends’ will naturally promote brands they have had a good experience with, and in turn influence their peers. They move beyond the transactional moment and link to personal stories, which are shared and embraced bylike-minded consumers. 



MOBILE FIRST                       HUMAN FIRST  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when it comes to mobile strategies and activities we don’t think mobile first, we think human first.Mobile is a given – in every customer journey to attract and engage the youth audience there are mobile moments. We need to go a layer deeper and understand young people in a multitude of ways. We need to understand their need states. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW DO BRANDS BEST CONNECT WITH A YOUTH AUDIENCE       
WHEN PEERS ARE THE BIGGEST INFLUENCE? 

THE REAL CHALLENGE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the question that we always ask ourselves as we approach every brief, is how to we best connect a youth audience with brands in an environment where peers are the biggest influence? 



individualism hyper-individualism 

UNDERSTANDING YOUTH’S PRIMARY  
NEEDSTATE IN THE ERA OF MOBILE   
 

pre-mobile post-mobile 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, going back to this thought of human needs.The human need to stand out and be an individual is a universal and unchanging need.The development of Individuality is central to Abraham Maslow's conception of self-actualization.The need for individualism or self-actualisation requires people to be self-aware – aware of themselves and their place in the world, and simultaneously aware of others.With the advent of mobile, young people are now hyper aware of others and their place in the world.The connective experience facilitated by mobile social apps is making us more aware of what is going on in the world, what is going on with other people and also the platform through which we convey our place in the world to others.Consequently, there is an exponentially heightened pressure among young people to share experiences that convey who they are as individuals. 



EDITED-ME  REAL-ME  

hyper-individualism 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young people are using mobile to shape their own identities. Where age, race, gender and nationality were once things that were firmly fixed and determined your place in the world, identities are sliding further towards something we collect, assemble and arrange.In this era of mobile, we are now witnessing the distinct development of two personas  or two identities – the curated or editied self, and the real self.On the one hand, they are using phones as tools to share ‘the best version of who they are and give it to the crowd’.In parallel, they are rejecting this pressure to present ‘their best selves’ and are striving to present their real self online, although not necessarily to everyone. 



EDITED-ME  

Presenting your best self for 
public viewing 
 
Facebook & Instagram 
 
Visual & filtered 
 
Enjoyment of one-off, money 
can’t buy unique experiences 
 
Social currency 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best version of their selves is typically shared on public platforms where friends and followers are plentiful and can range from besties to mums, aunties and people you went to school with bur haven’t actually spoken to in five years.Facebook is the mothership of all social platforms when it comes to presenting your best self.Instagram is another favourite. With its range of filter options it gives young people the chance to look their best. No surprise that Instagram topped the poles in the most recent Pipper-Jeffray survey of American teens, where one-third described the photo-sharing app as their most important social network, (ahead of Twitter at 20%, Snapchat at 19% and Facebook at 19%).  The Youth Lab’s Q2 2015 Culture Report showed similar findings – while 25% of 16-35 year old Irish respondents claimed to be active users of Instagram, this figure rose significantly for younger cohorts: 61% for 16-18 year olds, 44% for 19-21 year olds and 33% for 22-24 year olds, positioning the platform behind Snapchat but ahead of Twitter in terms of popularity.On Facebook and Instagram feeds experiences are collected and displayed like trophies, with the goal of presenting oneself as glamourous, appealing and ultimately a true and unique individual.------Facebook total number of friends (average is 360) rises to 490 for1,351 - paddy851 - niall1,241- amber987 – elaineShow-off to everyone just how amazing your live isOnly five years old, Instagram has already amassed 400 million users, making it one of the most popular social networking platforms in the world. In the autumn 2015 Piper Jaffray survey of American teens, one-third described the photo-sharing app as their most important social network, (ahead of Twitter at 20%, Snapchat at 19% and Facebook at 19%).   The Youth Lab’s Q2 2015 Culture Report showed similar findings – while 25% of 16-35 year old Irish respondents claimed to be active users of Instagram, this figure rose significantly for younger cohorts: 61% for 16-18 year olds, 44% for 19-21 year olds and 33% for 22-24 year olds, positioning the platform behind Snapchat but ahead of Twitter in terms of popularity.



REAL-ME  

Presenting your real self for 
private/group viewing 
 
Snapchat & Whatsapp 
 
Live & ephemeral 
 
Unfiltered 
 
Intimate & personalised 
 
Authentic connections 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, while Instagram is very popular and rising in popularity, so too is the likes of Snapchat, particularly for younger cohorts.Our network of thinkers described Snapchat as the platform to present a ‘raw and unfiltered view of your real lives.’ They talked about being fun and silly sharing everything from the everyday mundate to behind-the-scenes stuff at events and festivals. The ephemeral nature of the platform naturally make it appealing to share raw and unfiltered moments because they won’t hang around to haunt you. But it’s not about having loads and loads of followers, it’s more about connecting with small groups of friends, people who have a very real and everyday connection to.This type of intimacy is reflected in whatsapp group behaviour. Our group of thinkers talked about being members of gym groups, GAA training groups, The Great British and Irish Bake off groups. Where small groups of people engaged in real-time private conversations around a shared interest or passion point, sharing authentic opinions, and raw imagery and video content. In many ways, it is now being used as a ‘breaking news channel’ – the emerging channel to share news with friends and close acquaintances, or send ‘exclusive invites’.  



THE SOCIAL 
OVERGROUND 

[THE EDITED SELF]  

 
THE SOCIAL 

UNDERGROUND 
[THE REAL SELF]  

THE NEW LANDSCAPE  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, driven by mobile social apps, we now have a clearly fragmented social landscape – the mainstream social overground where people present their best selves and the social underground where ‘the real self’ is presented in more private group environments. 



THE ‘WHAT NEXT?’ 
FOR MARKETEERS  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what does this mean?What are the implications for marketeers? 
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Provide the youth 
audience and youth 
influencers with unique 
experiences that take 
their attention 
momentarily away from 
their phones.  
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THE SOCIAL OVERGROUND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing how experience hungry our youth audience it, we work with brands  to create unique experiences or moments that actually take their attention away from their phones.We know that these experiences will inevitably make their way back on online with people sharing images and videos of their experiences as was the case with our Sooshi activity for Three last year, where we worked to drive awareness of the all you can eat mobile offer.----Desperado's rave in a butcherSooshiSurfHeineken H20Magnum Pleasure StoreVoga for Sure (Vogueing and Yoga)Thinkhouse X SeriesIt’s not often an octopus is the talk of the town.Rewind to September 2014 when Sooshi, a ‘KingKong’ style giant octopus disrupted not just Dubliners’commute, but their conversations too.In driving awareness of Three’s ‘All You Can EatEverything’ data offer, Thinkhouse’s strategy was to startthe conversation outside the realm of data. Taking cuesfrom the established creative, our idea was to placean unbranded Sooshi in one of Dublin’s most iconicbuildings on one of the busiest streets to give the effectof it ‘eating’ the building.The effect was that of instant intrigue – who, what, whyand where did this giant octopus come from? Twitterwent into overdrive, helped by our seeding of imageryto key influencers with the hashtag #3AllYouCanEat andthe unveiling of our giant ocean creature’s name - Sooshi.Media partners later received some chopped sushi(Sooshi?!), prompting further keyboard tapping.While Sooshi is no more, her legacy lives on – Wereached 4,403,035 via media, accumulating a total mediavalue of €68,728.75 (Kantar figures). #3AllYouCanEatcreated over 290k impressions and reached 139,851accounts across Ireland.



THE SOCIAL OVERGROUND 

Think as a 
photojournalist 
expert in visual 
storytelling. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While mobile technologies now allow anyone to take a photo, the truth is not everyone is a photographer.We work hard to facilitate photogenic experiences, not only encouraging people to take their own photos but actually employing photographers to take professional social-media stopping photos.On Monday, we have our own in-house photographer joining us full-time. Kevin Goss Ross collaborated with us on a recent photography series – Thinkhouse X Series – and aside from enjoying working with him, the collaboration was the catalyst that pushed our visual storytelling capabilities into a new realm.The idea of in-house photographers is something that is growing in popularity in the entertainment sphere – i.e. The Event Photographers for some of Dublin’s best clubs or club nights are now as well known as the djs themselves.While the trend for uploading holiday photos on social media has led one travel company, El Camino, to include a personal photographer to document your trip and deliver a daily supply of Instagram-friendly images for you to share online. Other travel companies hook up travelers with local photographers to ‘discreetly’ take images for instant upload to social! 



 
 
 
 
 
Work with credible influencers to  
drive positive conversations  
around your brand.   
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THE SOCIAL UNDERGROUND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a social underground perspective, there is the opportunity to work with credible influencers to drive positive conversation around your brand.For instance, Topdeck Travel is a tour operator providing unforgettable adventures across the globe for 18 to 30 somethings. With little to no brand awareness in the UK marketplace, Topdeck tasked Thinkhouse with the challenge of breaking through the noise of the travel category and building brand love with a new generation of UK travellers hungry for cultural experiences.With a budget comparably small to the bigger travel players, we needed to generate a big bang story that would result not just in instant talkability and fan engagement, but wider press pick-up. Our idea was to create the world’s first Snapchat travel show #TopdeckSnaps. Collaborating with social media influencers James Hill and Dylan Evans who hosted the show, we instantly put Topdeck in front of tens of thousands of bullseye target consumers.And as a global first for travel broadcasting, the campaign garnered earned media coverage on established media outlests including: Guardian online, Condenast Traveller and even CNN, delivering a PR reach of over 410 million.We now see the rise of …..two personas of self – the curated self and the real-self.Young people are using their phones as tools to share ‘the best version of who they are and give it to the crowd’.They are crafting new identities for themselves that reflect these shared experiences. 



THE SOCIAL UNDERGROUND 

Break news 
‘underground’, 
encouraging ‘fan 
discovery’ of events, 
driving buzz and 
excitement.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is also growing opportunity to be part of the social underground by sharing ‘breaking news’ or exclusive invites with small groups of people – case in hand, we got news about our Halloween Hocus Pocus screening via whatsapp groups.We also use whatsapp groups to share industry/ category news with each other and with clients. 



THE SOCIAL UNDERGROUND 

Engage in user-
experiences that are 
relevant to platform 
behaviour.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If engaging directly with young people on the social underground, our advice is to always tap into platform behaviour. A recent festival initiative for Coca Cola this summer invited the youth audience to share selfies of themselves. Uptake was high as participants are used to sharing silly and fun selfies with themselves on Snapchat, comfortable knowing that their selfies would not live on tomorrow. 



THE SOCIAL UNDERGROUND 
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Experiment with     
a more unfiltered 
‘brand persona’.  
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the next phase of brand activity on the social underground, we think that we are going to see more brands experimenting with their brand personality, bringing their funnier and light-hearted, humourous personas to the fore.Even Kylie Jenner, the most followed human being on Snapchat, share a more candid and less polished self on Snapchat than she does on Facebook and Instagram. MTV in its digital marketing initiatives promoting the sixth season of UK reality show ‘Geordie Shore’ shared exclusive photographs and videos on Snapchat, giving fans a sneak peak of the ‘cheekier side’ of the sixth series.Says Jo Bacon, MTV vice-president of marketing, creative and publicity, ” Strategically for this campaign, Snapchat lends itself to the creative concept for series six, offering us a direct marketing route to our fans by reaching them on their more beloved devices.” Providing even more exclusive and irreverent content to our fans gives them immediate access to all the need-to-know series information, allows us to tease storylines and, more interestingly, use the platform as a means of driving real-time tune-in reminders in a period where TV viewing habits are ever-changing."
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KEY TAKEAWAYS 
Think human first.  
 
Identify opportunities to meet the youth audience’s  
need for hyper-individualism.  
 
Deliver creative ideas and comms for both the social 
overground & underground.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to sum up, think human, not mobile first.Identify opportunities that fulfill hyper-individualism exploring ways that deliver both for the curated self and the real self….Oh…and when you’re using your mobile, keep your head high and your neck straight. Let’s buck the iposture trend!!! 



MORE INSIGHTS? 
claireh@thinkhouse.ie  
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